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Abstract— Mobility by growth is a new paradigm in robotic
systems design and their applications in the real world. Soft,
tip-extending, or “growing,” robots have potential applications including inspection and navigation in disaster scenarios.
However, due to their growing capability, such robots create
unique challenges for intuitive human control. In this paper, a
new flexible interface is proposed to intuitively map human
bending commands into movements of the growing robot
while providing shape information of the robot in order to
improve situational awareness. Several command mappings are
proposed, and a subjective study was conducted to assess the
intuitiveness of the developed interface and mappings compared
with other commercially available interfaces. The interfaces
were evaluated using four metrics in two virtual task scenarios.
The proposed interface with shape mapping performed better
than the other interfaces, especially when the vine robot rolls
over unintentionally during complex tasks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recent decades have witnessed a wide range of applications of continuum robots in congested, uncertain, and
hazardous environments [1]. Inspired by the incredible capabilities exhibited by biology, such as elephant trunks, snakes,
and octopus tentacles, continuum robots can bend their
backbones at many points along their length to overcome the
locomotion limitations of rigid robots [2]. However, there are
still many challenging situations in which continuum robots
face difficulties in navigation due to sticky, slippery, and
distal environments [3].
Taking inspiration from plants, an interesting approach
to mobility has been recently proposed. Vine-like growing
robots, which emulate locomotion by growing, have proved
superb performance towards tackling inspection and rescue
purposes in the mentioned challenging environments, e.g. [4],
[5], [6]. The large length-to-diameter ratios, continuously
bending structures, and the growing capability they possess
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Fig. 1: A schematic of the vine-like tip-extending, or “growing,” soft robot. Pneumatic pressure is used to extend the
body from the tip by everting new membrane material that
is stored in the base. Modified from [4].
are the key features that allow vine-like robots to penetrate
into challenging environments.
Our work is directly inspired by a soft growing robot
that can adapt to its surroundings while moving through
obstacles in a robust fashion [4]. Its body is made from a thin
polyethylene that is folded into itself inside-out as depicted
in Figure 1. The robot is driven by air pressure to grow by
lengthening at its tip; new material is fed through the body
of the robot and allows the tip to travel orders of magnitude
further than other vine-like robots. This method of extension
reduces the effect of friction with the robot’s surroundings,
enabling it to move in challenging situations, like sticky and
tightly constrained environments compared to other growing
robots [7], [8], [9]. A preliminary model for the vine robot is
described in [10]. It largely draws from rate-based extension
models that describe apical extension in growing cells.
Due to the unstructured nature of the environments that
vine robots will have to navigate in search and rescue
applications, a human-in-the-loop teleoperation scheme is
proposed [11]. One of the key factors that could affect the
performance of teleoperation is the design and the mapping
strategies used in the human input interface [12]. However,
thus far, commercially available input interfaces have been
used to teleoperate continuum robots without considering
unique kinematic structure and locomotion of them. For
instance, a Phantom Omni featuring a pen-like stylus was
used in [13], [14], [15], while a 6-DoF rigid manipulator
was used in [16] to map both planar and spatial motions to
a continuum robot. In [17], a graphical 3D continuum model
was used to manipulate the slave robot, and in [18] a joystick
input interface was incorporated to map its angle magnitude
into the desired curvature of the robot.
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Because of its growing capability, controlling a vine-like
robot in 3D space could be challenging using the input interfaces described above, especially from the first person view
(FPV) perspective [19]. Due to the kinematic dissimilarity
between these input interfaces and a vine robot (in shape,
pose or degrees of freedom), the user’s situational awareness
could be negatively affected. One important problem is unintended “roll-over” of the robot head and its mounted camera
due to the mis-perception of the robot’s attitude [20]. When
this happens, the human operator loses the sense of the robot
orientation relative to its base or surroundings. Correcting
this problem currently requires either highly experienced
human operators or an automatic compensation mechanism
that could increase system complexity.
One suggested solution for the roll-over problem is to use
an input interface that has the same physical configuration
(i.e. pose and shape) as the controlled robot [21]. However,
designing an input interface that completely matches the
kinematics of a growing vine robot is impractical due to
length limitations. In this paper we propose a new flexible
input interface with a fixed length that maps human bending
commands into movements and provides an implicit shape
sensing capability for a distal portion of the vine robot.
The key features of the proposed design are (1) it has a
similar flexible structure to the robot it controls, facilitating
more intuitive commands; and (2) its compliance allows a
human operator to understand the shape and magnitude of
the bending commands sent to the robot, allowing a higher
level of situational awareness and addressing the roll-over
problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the design of the new proposed flexible interface
while Section III explains the mapping approaches proposed
to map the input commands to robot movements. The experimental study is described in details in Section IV, while
results are highlighted and discussed in section V. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper with remarks on the future
implications.
II. T HE P ROPOSED F LEXIBLE I NTERFACE
The goal of this research is to develop a flexible input
interface that has a kinematic structure similar to the distal
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Fig. 3: Geometry of the proposed flexible interface with
the input parameters, qi , κi , φi , and s used in the mapping
techniques.
(foremost) part of the growing vine robot. As shown in
Figure 2, an 18 cm flexible mesh structure is designed and
3D printed using the NinjaFlex [22] soft rubber material.
This structure allows a soft passive return spring that serves
as an implicit haptic feedback regarding the magnitude of the
given command, with with potential to enhance situational
awareness of the teleoperated robot and its environment [23].
The input interface is equipped with an EBIMU-9DOFV3
IMU from E2BOX [24] which is mounted on the tip of
the interface to measure the input orientation. In addition,
a mechanical button is mounted for an additional mapping
functionality. The growing speed of the vine robot can be
controlled by a potentiometer mounted on the base of the
interface. To measure the tip orientation relative to the base,
an additional IMU could be mounted on the interface base.
However, to reduce the degrees of freedom that the human
has to control, the base is assumed to be fixed in the current
design. The interface is normally handled parallel to the
ground to mimic the pose of the growing vine robot.
Figure 3 shows the geometry of the proposed input interface. The only measured quantity is the tip orientation,
represented as the unit quaternion qi . The curvature κi ,
and the angle of curvature, φi , are estimated from the tip
orientation as well as the length of the interface, s.
III. I NPUT M APPING T ECHNIQUES

IMU

18 cm

While the vine robot is growing with a certain speed νr ,
steering movements are achieved by rotating the robot head
in 3D space to reach a desired pose. Four mapping techniques
are proposed to control the orientation of the robot head:
position mode, position mode with indexing, rate mode, and
shape mode.

Button

A. Position Mode
In position mapping, the current measured tip orientation,
qi , of the input interface is directly mapped to the robot head
orientation, qr , with respect to global coordinates as follows

Speed
Input

Fig. 2: Structure of the the proposed flexible input interface.
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qr (t + 1) = qαi (t),

α ∈ (0, 1]

(1)

In the unit quaternion representation, the value α ∈ (0, 1]
determines the percentage of the input rotation that is sent
to the robot head [25]. This value defines the input sensitivity,
where the input orientation is fully mapped to the robot at
α = 1; at 0 < α < 1, a percentage of qi will be executed.

qi

Shape
Estimation

κi , φi

P

Path
Generation

Heading
Calculation

qr

Fig. 4: Block diagram showing the key steps done in the
shape mapping approach.

B. Position Mode with Indexing
In this mode, the additional button is used to overcome
the workspace limitation of the position mode. The current
measured input orientation, qi , is mapped to the robot head
rotation, qr , with respect a non-fixed reference frame, qb , as
follows.
qr (t + 1) = qb (t) ∗ qαi (t),

α ∈ (0, 1]

(2)

The reference frame qb is incrementally updated to the recent
robot head orientation while the button is not pressed, i.e.
k = 0. It remains fixed to its previous value when the human
operator presses and holds the button (k = 1) as follows.
qb (t) = kqb (t − 1) + (1 − k)qr (t)

(3)

This indexing allows the input to span a larger workspace
by reinitializing the reference rotation qb . In addition, the
decoupling between shaping the interface and executing the
command allows humans to unbend the interface to its
nominal shape after executing the command. This unintentional compensation happens upon release of the button;
this prevents the communication of unwanted commands as
occurs in the previous position mode.
C. Rate Mode
Rate mode control is a commonly used control strategy for
teleoperation. In this mode, the orientation of the robot head
with respect to its previous value is incrementally updated
to the currently measured input as follows.
qr (t + 1) = qr (t) ∗ qαi (t),

α ∈ (0, 1]

Augmented path

(4)

Here there is no direct physical mapping between the
current orientation of the tip of the interface and the robot
head orientation. Thus, if the input interface is held at
a constant orientation, the robot will continue curving at
constant curvature according to that input (or a fraction of the
input, if α < 1). This mode allows users to move the robot
head through an infinite workspace without the additional
input required by the position mode with indexing. Moreover,
rate mode could act as a low-pass filter to remove sudden
motions introduced by human operators. Because the robot
updates its curvature rapidly, the sensitivity α has small
values (αmax ≈ 0.15) in this mode compared to the two modes
mentioned above.

(b)

Fig. 5: (a) Augmentation of the generated future path P in
advance to the vine robot head. (b) Heading rotation along
the generated path.
in terms of the input curvature κi and the direction of
curvature φi is estimated. Then, a curved path, P, with
the same curvature but at a different scale to the input, is
generated as an array of 3D points that serves as a future path
for the vine robot to follow. Since the robot is continuously
growing in its forward direction, shape-following is achieved
by simply changing the current heading angle of the vine
robot toward the next point on the generated path.
Estimating the shape of the flexible input interface can be
achieved by one of the shape sensing techniques surveyed
in [26] for continuum robots. Here, based on the constant
curvature assumption [1], the interface shape in terms of
κi and φi can be retrieved by knowing its length, s, and
measuring its tip rotation, qi . By this assumption, the input
curve is represented as a segment of a circle circumference
in 3D space which perhaps allows limited single curvature
shapes. Compared to other continuum robots, multiple curvature shapes are not necessary in the case of vine robots. Since
the robot will grow continuously following the commanded
input, multiple curvatures can be achieved by commanding
a sequence of single-curvature shapes.
Based on an inverse kinematic model of continuum robots
[27], the shape parameters are calculated by equating the
rotation matrix in terms of κi and φi , with the rotation
matrix obtained from the measured input tip rotation qi , i.e.
R(κi , φi ) = R(qi ). Thus, the curvature and its direction of the
input interface are calculated as:

D. Shape Mode
The previous three mapping strategies do not use the shape
of the flexible input interface. In this mapping method, the
shape of the input interface is used to control the vine robot
movement.
The key components of the shape mapping mode are
illustrated in Figure 4. First, the shape of the input interface

Vine robot

(a)

κi =



cos−1 1 − 2(q2ix + q2iy )

φi = tan−1

s


qix qiw + qiy qiz
qix qiz − qiy qiw

,

κi > 0

(5)


, −π ≤ φi ≤ π

(6)

where qwi and [qxi , qyi , qzi ]T are the scalar and the vector
components of the measured input qi .
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the four proposed mapping approaches, where the input is the same in all cases (the interface tip is
at a 90◦ angle with respect to the base) and the output is the path followed by the robot head.

Subsequently, the curved future path P = [Px, Py, Pz]T ∈
is generated as a list of M Cartesian points in 3D
from the retrieved shape parameters with a different length
L. By solving the forward kinematics for a constant-curvature
continuum model [27], this path is generated as follows.
R3×M




cos(κi m) − 1 
cosφi
 

κi


Px


cos(κ
m)
−
1


i
Py = xr (t − δ ) +  sinφi



κi
Pz


sin(κ m)

(7)

i

κi
where xr (t − δ ) ∈ R3 represents the robot head position at
time t − δ , where δ determines the degree of reactivity to
any change in the input command, while m is calculated as


L
L L L
, 2 , 3 , . . . , (M − 1) , L
m=
M M M
M
This generated path is augmented in advance to the vine
robot head as a visual feedback about the future position of
the robot as shown in Figure 5a. By considering the fact that
the robot cannot penetrate the environment floor, any points
calculated beneath are projected on the surface.
Finally, the points on the generated path are used to direct
the vine robot heading angle by rotating its head toward the
next point on the augmented path. Thus, the head rotation
qr is calculated as follows:
qr (t + 1) = qa (~f ,~a(t))

(8)

where qa (~f ,~a(t)) is the unit quaternion required to align the
robot forward direction ~f with the vector~a(t) directed toward
the next point perceived at time t on the path as illustrated
in Figure 5b.
In shape mapping, the user is not required to control the
robot head in the other three orientation axes to reach a
certain target as in the three mapping techniques mentioned
above. Only he shape of the input interface is required, which
could perhaps reduce the mental workload to compensate

for the roll-over issue during vine robot teleoperation. In
addition, with the help of the future path augmentation, the
operator could easily plan the robot motion ahead of time
which increases the maneuverability, especially in congested
environments.
The key difference between shape mapping and other
mapping technique is the way we interpret the interface
input. In shape mode, we plan the future path the robot
will follow toward reaching the pose of the interface tip.
In contrast, the orientation of the robot head is immediately
controlled by the pose of the interface tip in other mapping
techniques according to the chosen frame of reference. A
comparison between the four proposed mapping techniques
is shown in Figure 6 in terms of the path followed by the
robot head. As an example, a 90◦ up bending command
around one axis is used to clearly compare the difference of
each mapping method conceptually. Thus, all the previously
mentioned unit quaternions are abstracted into a single angle
notation θ .
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
A. Robot Simulator
To evaluate the proposed flexible input interface with
its mapping techniques, a near-realistic vine robot is simulated to enable repeatability across conditions and users.
In addition, a variety of unstructured environments could
be incorporated with ease in simulation to evaluate the
performance of the vine robot.
Recent advances in commercial off-the-shelf video-game
physics engines have provided ever-improving realistic platforms which could be utilized to simulate a flexible, growing,
vine-like robot in a realistic environment [28]. Unity 3D [29]
was chosen to create a hyper-articulated robotic structure as
shown in Figure 7. In addition to the visual effects, Unity
facilitates the modeling of body collisions which in turn
increases the realism of the simulation. The growing behavior
of the simulated robot is realized by incrementally adding
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Fig. 7: Simulation of vine robot as a group of small connected rigid segments.

Fig. 8: First Person View (FPV) of the simulated cluttered
environment.

fixed-length, small segments behind the robot tip that are
linked together through mass-spring dynamics.
B. Experiment Scenarios
For the purpose of the comparison study, two simulated
environments were generated.
a) Valve reaching task: In this task, human subjects
were asked to teleoperate the vine robot to reach a mechanical valve at the far end by navigating through a highly
cluttered, unorganized industrial warehouse environment as
shown in Figure 8. To guide subjects, a reference path
leading to the valve was concurrently shown in the simulated
environment. All subjects were asked to reach the valve
as fast as they could by following the guidance path as
accurately as they could.
b) Wrapping around task: In this task, the goal was to
approach and climb a pillar by wrapping around it as shown
in Figure 9, to mimic the behavior of vines found in nature.
This task requires the operator to maintain a good sense
of orientation to successfully wrap around the pillar toward
its top. So, the aim of this scenario was to evaluate how
the proposed interface could perform in the roll-over issue
mentioned earlier. In order to discourage human operators
from directly approach the pillar top, and instead make them
wrap around it toward the top, a path was given around the
pillar as a guidance.
C. Other Input Interfaces
A standard keyboard, a Logitech Extreme 3D Pro Joystick,
and a Phantom Omni were used as other commercially
available inputs to evaluate the performance of our proposed
flexible interface. Proper mapping techniques were adopted
for each interface as follows:
a) Keyboard: The left, right, up and down arrow keys
of a standard keyboard were mapped to control the direction
of the simulated vine robot into the four respective directions
with a certain scale. Two additional buttons were used to
either increase or decrease the growing speed of the robot.
b) Phantom Omni: The movement of the simulated
robot was controlled using Cartesian coordinates of the pen
stylus. The rate mapping mode was adopted, where the stylus
translations in both horizontal and vertical directions result
in turning the robot in horizontal and vertical directions
accordingly. Additionally, the pushing direction of the stylus
was chosen to change the growing speed of the robot. To
provide a zero velocity reference, a returning force was

Fig. 9: The wrapping around experiment scenario used to
evaluate the roll-over issue. The guidance path is shown in
red.
generated using a virtual spring in x-, y- and z-axes using
Open Haptics software toolkit [30]. Data communication
between Unity3d and Open Haptics was done using ZMQ
and its C# version netMQ libraries [31].
c) Extreme 3D Pro Joystick: Both x and y directions
of the joystick were used to simply rotate the vine robot in
rate mode with a certain scale depending on the magnitude
of inputs. The growing speed was controlled using the top
up/down axes on the joystick.
D. Evaluation Metrics
Three objective metrics and one subjective metric were
used to assess the performance of each interface in accomplishing the simulated tasks.
a) Task Completion Time (TCT): The total time required to reach the target valve in the first scenario is
measured in seconds. Accomplishing the task is identified
once the human subject drives the robot head near the valve
by a certain small distance.
b) Path accuracy: The deviation between the actual
robot path and the guidance path is measured. In fact, the
number of samples in a certain measured robot path is
mainly affected by the time taken to complete the task.
Thus, the well-known Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [32]
technique is used to find the optimal alignment between the
two given (time-dependent) paths to properly measure the
error between them. The sum of the Euclidean distances
between corresponding points is measured after alignment.
c) Success rate: In the wrapping around scenario, the
number of trials succeeded in reaching the top of the pillar
is summed and normalized by the total number of trials for
each input interface.
d) Subjective measure: As a subjective measure, the
standard NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [33] was
used. It is a widely used multidimensional, subjective assessment standard that rates perceived workload while achieving
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Fig. 10: Performance comparison of the input interfaces: The newly developed flexible interface with its four mapping
approaches, Keyboard, Joystick and Phantom Omni in terms of (a) Task completion time, (b) DTW Euclidean distance, (c)
Success rate and (d) Overall workload index.

a particular task. For each input interface, subjects were
asked four questions to rate the: mental load, temporal load,
effort, and frustration scale of the wrapping around task. The
overall workload index is calculated at the end as a one value
metric based on the a weighted average scaling of the four
mentioned indices.
Data was analyzed from six healthy adult males (25-33
years). All subjects were allowed three training runs on all
the interfaces prior to data collection for both scenarios. The
smoothness α = 0.8 is chosen in both position and position
with indexing mapping modes while α = 0.1 is chosen in
the rate mode of the flexible interface. Also, the reactivity
factor δ = 0 is chosen in shape mapping.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In the two experimental scenarios, the performance of
the used input interfaces is highlighted in terms of the
measured task completion time, DTW Euclidean distance,
success rate and the overall task workload in Figure 10. For

each interface, the median, interquartile range and max/min
values are displayed.
As observed, in terms of task completion time (Figure
10a), the proposed flexible interface, especially with its
indexed position mapping, outperformed other interfaces in
general in the valve reaching scenario. This could account for
the increase in the degree of subjects’ situation awareness,
allowing them to safely drive the robot to its maximum speed
toward the target. In fact, this is most probably due to the
mentioned implicit shape sensing capability that the flexible
interface has, compared to the other input interfaces. Moreover, in terms of the path following accuracy (Figure 10b),
the proposed flexible interface shows better performance
in position with indexing, rate and shape modes compared
to others due to the ability of continuously commanding
the vine robot movements. However, due to its limited
workspace, the flexible interface with position mode has
shown comparable results to that of joystick and Phantom
Omni.
In the wrapping-around scenario, the success rate of each
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Fig. 11: (Left) A successful wrapping-around task achieved
by the flexible interface in shape mapping, while the robot (in
white) has failed to reach the pillar top by warping along the
guidance path (red) using the Phantom Omni input (Right)
due to the lack of orientation awareness (roll-over).
input interface is highlighted in Figure 10c. As noted, higher
success rates of 100% and 90% are achieved by the flexible
interface in both rate and shape modes, respectively. In rate
mode, this, is accounted for the ability the human operator
has to compensate for the roll-over issue that could happen
on the robot head while wrapping around toward top of
the pillar. This compensation is facilitated by controlling
the orientation of the robot head in roll, pitch, and yaw
angle. However, in shape mapping, human subjects were not
required to do this kind of roll-over compensation since the
robot is continuously adjusting its heading angle based on
the given future path as discussed in Section III. Examples
of both a successful and a failed wrapping-around trials are
shown in Figure 11.
As expected, the robot did not successfully achieved
the designated wrapping task with the flexible interface in
position mapping. Due to the workspace limitation of this
mode, the robot was not able to complete a circular path to
turn around the pillar. However, it was surprising that even
with indexing mode, the simulated robot did not achieve
this task. The reason could account for the shape of the
chosen pillar. Its small radius might impose a difficulty to
rapidly press the button, bend the interface and then release
the button continuously to make the robot wrap successfully
around it. For the same reason, we could account for the
small success rates of other keyboard and joystick inputs,
where the roll-over could be insignificant while maneuvering
the robot in short radii turns toward reaching a small height
pillar.
The NASA-TLX subjective assessment in terms of the
overall workload is shown in Figure 10d for each of the input
interfaces. As a consequence of all the satisfactory results in
the previously mentioned metrics, the flexible interface with
shape mapping has ranked subjectively to have a low index of
workload. This expected result could perhaps be accounted
due to two factors. The first factor is the way we compensate
for the roll-over issue in this mode. Human subjects were
allowed to intuitively wrap around the pillar with no need
to have a sense of the current robot orientation. Second,
subjects were easily compensating the robot movements not
only based on the magnitude of bending they already made
to the interface but also to the future path the robot will
take. The unintentional fusion of both the current and the
future state of the robot helps in achieving the given task.
It is particularly interesting that the wrapping around task

was achieved with ease in shape mode by simply bending
the interface similar to the foremost part of the robot.
It could be questionable that if we introduce this kind
of future path augmentation in the first three mapping
techniques, would they perform better or not. We believe
that the future path augmentation in the other three modes
will not provide too much useful information since in these
modes we are controlling the immediate pose of the robot
head. Thus, a tilted line will be always shown on the front
camera which will go straight immediately once the robot
execute the given command. On the other hand, providing a
curved path with the same shape mode philosophy to other
three modes will not even help. As mentioned in Section III,
the orientation of the interface tip is differently interpreted
in these proposed modes. Thus, there is no guarantee if the
robot will follow this curved path.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a flexible input interface is proposed to
intuitively teleoperate the new type of soft growing, vinelike robot. The developed interface was designed to have a
soft passive returning as well as sharing similar kinematics
with the growing robot, as an attempt to increase the human
situational awareness in general and to solve the roll-over
issue in particular.
Four command mapping strategies are proposed to map the
interface bending commands into robot movements; namely,
position, position with indexing, rate and shape mapping.
The performance of the newly developed flexible interface
is evaluated compared with that of other commercially
available interfaces. Two simulation based experiments have
conducted with a near-realistic simulated vine robot to assess
the capability of our proposed interface in tackling the
mentioned lack of orientation issue that could happen while
moving the robot in 3D space.
The proposed flexible interface, especially with the shape
mapping technique, has shown significant improvements
toward solving the mentioned roll-over issue compared to
that of either other mapping techniques or other input interfaces. This roll-over free capability has proven through
conducting one of the key motions required in vine-robot;
reaching by wrapping around. As noted, a 100% success rate
was achieved by using the shape mapping technique in the
proposed flexible input interface. In addition, a subjective
NASA-TLX assessment has conducted and the proposed
interface in its shape mapping has achieved a reduced order
of overall task overload.
The results we have obtained encourage us to go through
more than one future direction to enhance the proposed interface. Definitely, it could be evaluated in more challenging
vine-robot scenarios, such as opening a valve, tightening a
knot or even manipulation of small objects. Another direction
is to investigate how the performance of the proposed flexible
interface could be affected if more than one flexible section
is appended to it in achieving complex motion commands.
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